
Maritime solutions that 
propel the global  
shipping economy
With products spanning marine freight trading and operations, vessel 
documentation, and data and analytics, Veson Nautical delivers a 
complete solution for companies of ranging sizes, perspectives, and 
interests across maritime.

World-class services and continuous product advancement ensure 
our clients are ready to solve the challenges of today and tomorrow. 
More than a provider of solutions, Veson is a champion of progress. 
We actively support our clients and broader community in shaping 
the best practice workflows and standards across our increasingly 
connected shipping ecosystem.

Our solutions represent

Trusted by over 2,400 organizations across the maritime ecosystem.

38,000
users in 75+ countries

165K+
annual commercial 
voyages managed

77K+
vessels covered

$109B
annual marine  
freight traded

Empower your stakeholders with tools 
to drive profits, reduce operating 
costs, and manage risk.

Collaborate with internal and external 
counterparties, and learn from the 
Veson Nautical community.  

Understand maritime market analytics 
and make decisions rooted in 
validated, contextual data.

Ensure optimal trades Strengthen connections Make informed decisions

Committed to continuous innovation and your success



Our solutions enable comprehensive 
contract management workflows and 
extend high-powered decision support 
to participants of all sizes and complexity 
on all sides of the trade. 

As the industry’s long-established 
resource for standardized document 
management, Q88 supports informed 
operations, enhanced accountability, 
and regulatory success in the tanker 
and dry bulk sectors. 

Using an industry-leading data 
collection and validation process, we 
give stakeholders quick and easy access 
to trusted data on global commodities, 
marine freight, and vessel valuations. 

Commercial freight contract management  
and voyage execution Standardized tanker information management

Port, tonnage, and commodity analytics

Handling and cleaning instructions 
for 14,000+ commodities

Tracking and availability for market vessels

Commercial voyage management

Standardized bulker information management

Daily valuations and data on the world’s fleet

Shape a more efficient trade, 
starting at the center.

Standardize the exchange of  
vessel and voyage documentation.

Make agile, effective decisions 
with validated market data.

• Data Sources
• ERPs
• ETRMs/CTRMs

• Accounting Solutions
• Technical Management
• And more...

Freight Trading 
and Operations

Voyage 
Documentation

Data and Analytics

It takes more than a single solution to meet the complex and evolving 
needs of the modern maritime trade. We couple our comprehensive 
solutions with flexible APIs and deep integration expertise to bring new 
continuity and insight to your solution landscape. 

Bringing it all together

Are you ready to 
take the next step?
Request a demo at veson.com/demo
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Q88 Dry
AI-powered data and communication workflows

A suite of solutions as 
connected as the global 
shipping community
Maritime and maritime-adjacent businesses need  
efficient workflows, accurate information, and quality  
data to compete. We bring all of these together in  
one suite of solutions that propels maritime commerce.


